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Summary 

A previous trial, ASTIC, looked at whether stem cell therapy (HSCT) where a 
patient’s own stem cells are given back after their immune system has been 
destroyed by chemotherapy, is effective in curing Crohn’s Disease. The trial 
showed that high dose chemotherapy led to significant side effects, but half 
of those treated in the trial had complete disease remission, and the others 
appeared to respond to drug therapies that they previously been unresponsive 
to.

ASTIClite will test whether HSCT with much lower doses of chemotherapy will 
still be effective but also much safer. We also aim to assess the mechanism by 
which HSCT works and confirm whether anti TNF therapy (like Infliximab and 
Humira) is effective in patients with disease activity after transplant.

Demographics

Summary

Respondents: 27

Male: 11

Female: 16

Crohn’s 27

UC 0

Median Age 37

Mean Age 38.6

PPI themes and discussion

1. How many treatments would you think a patient would have failed before   
entering this trial 

• Have to have failed at least 2 classes of biologic
• Change phrasing to ‘how many therapies were unsuccessful’

2. Would you consider this trial before considering surgery if that would result in 
a stoma? 

• Yes, I’m in the position of potential surgery and HSCT treatment is very 
attractive 

• Would consider both but initially more inclined to opt for stoma because 
more known about risks & benefits of surgery compared to HSCT.  Disease 
could relapse with both.



• Too much stigma around stomas; Rephrase question to - do you think HSCT 
could be as beneficial to you long term as a stoma?

• Important to fully explain what patients have to lose and potentially gain by 
being part of the study

 - Speak to patients who have gone through it before
 - Research nurses
 - Haematology involvement in clinic

3. What if you were randomised to standard care?
• Upset if having gone through all the preliminary tests and not to receive 

transplant
• You would be no worse off if you were in standard of care than if you hadn’t 

gone into the trial
• If outcome for those that took part was good, I would reapply and hope to 

have it done later

Other topics raised by group:

• Can those with perianal disease be included? Include if abscesses drained, 
perianal disease well controlled

• Possibility of self referral
 - Website
 - Important to speak to those who have already gone through it
• If consultant is concerned about involvement
 - Someone from the trial could speak to consultant to go over any  
concerns that they had
 - Aim would be for people to be referred
 - Inclusion is by a group of experts


